
CHAPTER V

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

This Section will explain how to use the program and how 

the program works. This will explain the code that used for solving 

the polynomial function.

This is the Graphical User Interface view for the program. To use 

the program, first, input the polynomial function inside “myFile.txt”.
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Figure 3. Graphical User Interface View

Figure 4. "myFile.txt" Location
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After  that,  input  the  parameters that  used  for  Particle  Swarm 

Optimization Algorithm.

Figure 5. Inside "myFile.txt"

Figure 7. The Button List

Figure 6 Input the Parameters
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Then,  there  are  4  button  below  the  parameter.  Click  the  “Play” 

Button to play the algorithm for searching 1 root. This program will do the 

algorithm with a slower speed (0.5 second)  and simultaneously draw the 

layout of each particle in the chart. It will show the calculation result in the 

text area too.

Figure 8. Search 1 Root
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“Pause” and “Resume” button used if you want to pause and resume the 

algorithm process so the user can look and inspect the particle. Click the 

“Get All Root” button to search all root from the polynomial function with a 

fast speed. It just show the result in the text area, but not draw the particle 

in the chart.

Figure 10. The Result when Searching All Root

Figure 9. The Result when Searching 1 Root
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This is the flow of the program. First, the program will read the text 

from file (myFile.txt).

After  that,  the  text  will  be  processed  to  get  the  coefficients, 

exponents, and the highest exponent from the function. First, the program 

will get the term of the polynomial from the string of polynomial. There are 

many condition that need to solve some problem such as when user input 

the 0 and 1 value exponent, negative number, and 1 coefficient value.

Figure 11. Method for Read File

Figure 12. Method to Get the Terms of Polynomial Function
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After  get  the  terms,  the  program  will  get  the  Coefficients and 

exponents from every term. The coefficients and  exponents will be save 

into the 2 dimension array.

And then,  the program will  search the highest  exponent.  Highest 

exponent is used for completing the term that has 0 coefficient. So, the 

program will get all of the coefficient from all  exponents, from 0 until the 

highest exponent.

Figure 13. Method to get the Coefficients and the Exponents

Figure 14. Method to Get the Highest Exponent

Figure 15. Method to Fill the Terms
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This coefficients and exponents will be used for the Particle Swarm 

Optimization algorithm  to calculate the fitness every particle. This is the 

steps to run the algorithm.

First,  the program will  prepare all  of  the parameter that used for PSO. 

There are amount of particles, maximum iteration, fitness value that need 

to be searched, the learning rates for particle and global, the dimension of 

particle sloution, the limit of particle location, and the 2 dimension array.

Figure 16. Method to Run the Algorithm

Figure 17. Method to prepare All of the Parameters and the Array
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Then,  the program  generate the first swarm with random solution 

and velocity. 

After that, the program calculate the fitness of every particle with 

polynomial function that already be prepared before and save it to the last 

index of particle array.

Figure 18. Method to Generate the First Swarm

Figure 19. Methods to Get the Fitness Value and Save It to Array
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When first iteration, the Particle best of every particle is empty. So, 

the  program just  input  the  solution  and  the  fitness  every  particle  into 

Particle best without comparing.

After that, the program will get the Global best from the Particle best every 

particle. The program will compare it one by one.

The program check the termination criteria. If iteration already into 

maximum iteration  or  if  the  Global  best  fitness  close  enough  with  the 

fitness that want to be searched, the program will  stop  and display the 

result. If not, the process will continue to next step, updating the velocity 

and solution every particle.

Figure 20. Mehtod to Save Particle Best for the First Time

Figure 21. Method to Get the Global Best
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After that, the program calculate the fitness again and evaluate the 

Particle  best every particle. But now  it  will comparing between the new 

fitness of  particle  and the  fitness  of  Particle  best  every  particle. If  the 

particle more better than Particle best, that the solution of particle will be 

saved into the Particle best.

And then, get the Global best, check the termination criteria, and so 

on until maximum iteration or it get the answer.

Figure 22. Method to Update Velocity and Location Every Particle

Figure 23. Method to Get Particle Best Every Particle
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This is the code for draw the line graph. 

And  this is the code to draw the Polynomial graph. It will  draw a 

point for every 0.01 x value. The y of the point obtained from the function 

value of the x. 

This  is  the  code  to  draw  the  particle  from  Particle  Swarm 

Optimization algorithm. The solution and the fitness value of the algorithm 

are the x and y in the graph.

Figure 24. Method to Draw the Line Graph

Figure 26. Method to Draw the Particle in Graph

Figure 25. Method to Draw the Polynomial Graph
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5.2 Testing

In this section, it will show the result of testing with a different value of 

parameters.  The parameters are amount of particle,  maximum iteration, 

weigh inertia, random number, and learning rates for particle and global. 

The testing will  use 2 polynomial function to show the difference with a 

different problem. It will test the weigh inertia value  with the formula too, 

which is  wma x−(
wma x−wmin

ima x

)i  .  wmax
 is 0,9 and wmi n

 is 0,4 . 

Every value of parameter will be tested 10 times. There are 2 result 

that can be obtained from this testing, the iterations and the percentage. 

The iterations shows the average iterations that needed for find the root. 

The percentage shows how often the success for finding the result. So, if  

the  the  iterations  smaller,  it  mean that  the  result  better.  Except,  if  the 

iterations are 0, it mean that all of the 10 times testing does not get the 

result. If the percentage smaller, it mean that the testing sometimes do not 

get  the  result.  So,  the  more  percentage  is  the  better.  100  percentage 

mean that the algorithm can get the result 10 times from 10 times testing 

with the parameter.

 The first polynomial function is    x3
−4 x2

−7 x+10  .  First, it will  be 

tested with 1000 amount of particles, 1000 maximum iterations, r1 and r2 

using random number,  weigh inertia  with  the formula,  and the learning 

rates 2.0 for all of them (c1 and c2).

And  this  is  the  testing  result  when  changing  the  n  value  (particle 

amount). As show below,  the algorithm search and get the result faster 

when using more amount of particle because the test get the result with 

smaller  iterations.  All  of  the  percentage  are  100.  So  from  10  times 

testing,all of the value can get the result 10 times too.
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When changing the maximum iteration, it get the result more often 

with higher amount of maximum iteration because the percentage bigger. 

But it will be more slower too because the iterations bigger too. It get the 

result  more faster  with  smaller  iteration,  but sometime it  fail  to get  the 

result. The algorithm cannot get the result with 10 maximum iteration.

Figure 27. Testing Data when Change the Particle Amount

Figure 28. Testing Data when Change the Maximum Iterations
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If changing  the  weigh  inertia value,  smaller  value  is  better  than 

bigger value because the iterations are smaller. It can get the result faster. 

But  It slower when using the formula. Up to 0,9 value, it cannot get the 

result.

If changing the random value (r1 and r2), it will get the result when 

use the value below 1. The result get better with smaller value because 

the iterations are smaller, but it not change too much. It become slower 

when use the random value. 

Figure 29. Testing Data when Change the Weigh Inertia

Figure 30. Testing Data when Change the Random Number
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When change the learning rates, it get better result when use the smaller 

value because the iterations are smaller. When use a big value like 4, it 

will not get the result. If make the different value between c1 and c2, it will 

be better if give weigh more to the particle learning rates (c1) because the 

iterations are fewer when the c1 have more value than c2.

From the test result above, it can be assumed that the smaller value 

is  better  than  the  bigger  value.  But  when  all  of  the  parameters  are 

small(0.1),  except  the  particle  amount  and  the  maximum  iteration,  it 

become more slower to get the result and the percentage to get the result 

become worse. 

And this is the testing result if all of the parameters are small value 

(0.1). If change the weigh inertia value, the bigger value more better than 

smaller value because the iterations are smaller. It can search faster with 

bigger rate of success because the percentage are bigger.  It is different 

than the testing before. And it become better if use the formula.
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Figure 31. Testing Data when Change the Learning Rates
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When change  random value, it get better value with bigger value 

too. The iterations become smaller and the percentage become bigger if 

using bigger value. It can get the result faster with random value. But it still  

better without random value because fixed number still can be better.

Figure 32. Data Testing when Change the Weigh Inertia. Another Parameters are 0.1.

Figure 33. Testing Data when Change the Random Number. Another Parameters are 0.1.
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And this is when change the learning rates value. Same as another 

testing,  it  better  with  a  bigger  value. The  iterations  are  smaller.  But  it 

become  more  slower  and  worse  if  give  weigh  too  small  to  the  global 

learning rates (c2). It become better if the global learning rates value have 

a bigger value.

As  the  result  above,  it  not  always  become  better  if  all  of  the 

parameter  bigger  or  smaller.  It  need  some  adjustment  to  set  the 

parameter. If the one is small, the other need to be bigger. If the one is 

bigger, the other need to be smaller.

Figure 34. Testing Data when Change the Learning Rates. Another Parameters are 0.1.
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The  second  polynomial  function  is  :

5 x5
+x6

−x4
+3x7

−x3
−4 x2

−7 x+1000  . First, it will  be tested with 

1000  amount  of  particles,  1000  maximum  iterations,  r1  and  r2  using 

random number, weigh inertia with the formula, and the learning rates 2.0 

for all of them (c1 and c2).

This is the testing result when changing the particle amount value. 

The result not changing too much. The iterations and the percentage not 

change too much although the amount value already changed.

Figure 35. Testing Data when Change the Particle Amount with Different Problem
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When changing the  maximum iteration value, it  does not get the 

value with smaller value. It can get the result with 1000 or more value, but 

it is slower because the iterations are bigger.

When  changing  the  weigh  inertia value,  it  get  better  result  and 

faster when use the smaller value, just like another polynomial function. 

Up to 0,9 value, it cannot get the result. And It become slower if using the 

formula because the iterations are bigger.

Figure 36. Testing Data when Change the Maximum Iterations with Different  
Problem

Figure 37. Testing Data when Change the Weigh Inertia with Different Problem
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If change the random value, it got better result with  bigger value, 

but  it  not  change too much with  smaller  value becaouse the iterations 

almost as same as another. It does not get the result when use up to 0.9 

value.

If change the learning rates value, it can search more faster when 

use smaller value because the iterations are smaller.  When use bigger 

value, the change to get the result become smaller.  If make the different 

value between c1 and c2, it will be better if give weigh more to the particle 

learning rates  (c1)  because the iterations are fewer when the c1 have 

more value than c2.

Figure 38. Testing Data when Change the Random Value with Different Problem
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From  the  result  above,  it  shows  that  the  different  problem  of 

polynomial  function  not  affecting  too  much  with  the  parameters.  But  it 

become more slower if  solving the more complicated problem than the 

easier problem.

Figure 39. Testing Data when Change the Learning Rates with Different Problem
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